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Transcending the Bough

 
after Brittney Leeanne Williams

To be above, to float, to rise, to crumble
within the dusk—rich, spectral 
butterflies dipped in umber and kink, 

pink as your palms and soles tickling
autumn leaves with tenderness
wavering like the opening of mouths.

Arc and flutter, you dance in the womb
of the sky among arteries and capillaries
reaching out as heavy branches. Understand

how roots twin that blood dance underground,
spread wider, deeper. All of you, all of us, 
swimming, folding, lofty kicks in the air.

Someone will attempt to remind you, 
even in this—a honeyed, cloudless 
expanse—that people hid and died 
in such cradles. You recall and still 
levitate alive with unbound grace.
 



SAY HER NAME
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When Racism Affecting Black Girls Is Ignored

  
“I was overwhelmed by the thought of having to be 

  a black girl for the rest of my life.”
   —Khadijah Costley White, The Washington Post

Ignoring more than obvious hands
      slicing a people in halves, more
like eminent domain cutting,
      chopping up a neighborhood
to build highways and forget,
      more like taking a shot glass
where the lip drops on a canvas
      then cutting away what rests
beyond the glass, and insisting
      that is the entire picture.
It erases all the known small faces
      then denies where sons began.
This ugly says be strong and silent,
      only to slap the deserving and reason
how she can handle anything.
      This smothering quietly descends,
keeps smiling and says,
      Wait. Behave. Your turn is coming soon.
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prestidigitation

each sleight of hand,    every spell thwarts
a step toward the sanitarium     of worthlessness.
the cards are always laid  in order and ready 
to be shuffled again.    i will not be stuffed into 
a box after stuffing myself  into glittery leotard
and sheer tights.    i am not the silent rabbit
twitching my nose    as you pull on my ears
to yank me out of a hat.  i am the one who 
cultivates the herbs    from the ground, trades
whispers with the dead,  and still shields
herself with oils, pouches,   the phrases
uttered in yoruba, swahili,  and spanish,
dip my tongue in a diaspora,    the wellspring
that you may skim but    never dive in deep.
open the book of spells,  blow the dust away
from the pages written,  passed down,
make them your own,    revamp their works
like lipstick spread   bright as your stockings
caught in fingernails   weaved through smiles
when pains and the least  transform into raising
children, picket signs,    bank accounts, bodies
from death and deficit.   a persistence that outlasts
sisyphus rests on your   shoulders, so rest.

because we are magic, rules will never apply to us.
 

Inventory

  
for Ciara Miller

Standing with boxes in our arms
on the tail of August while morning
brushes our faces, we ascend in an
elevator and never let papers fool us.
Some will remind us of our descent.
Our kind are clipped, disadvantaged.
A rise rendered farfetched splits clouds
while I unpack highlighters and
a tea kettle that rests on my desk
that surrendered grit and silt to lemony
disinfectant. Coffee rings disappeared
under the now smooth surface where
my pens gather with clips and prongs
from binders. We unpack these trappings
to feel at home in a place that opened
but never welcomed us.  Mentioning
our names is an act of subversion. I un-
wrap a tape dispenser without stuttering
when a woman from a few doors down
eyes my name on the office door, looks
at the lamp on the desk next to mine,
bumbles through keeping track of supplies
while her eyes shift between our thick, tall,
brown bodies in silent questioning. I ask
one question about inventory, but keep
taking stock of how many times I say
I bought these new things. This is my office.
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Litany for Lieutenant Nyota Uhura

Jet black curl whipped past her ear
lined to the rounded angle of cheek
matched to meticulous batwing
eyeliner. The red line sleek against
thigh, then calves interrupted by
black boots, but first, benediction.

In praise of communicator chirps, 
in praise of the flashing monitors,
in praise of swirling chair that gave,
of her sharp lashes and poised vista
of face, enough yet not enough.
Martin Luther King, another captain
of sorts, offered his gospel. She was 
to be seen, rocketing toward future.

She is the vessel that carries and delivers
when she is navigator, guide, and seer.
She is the vessel that carries and delivers
how often she is captain without title,
blamed as commander without privilege.

Question: did the Vulcan ever ask her
about what it feels like to be different?
He removed his pointy ears & brows daily, 
ruffled his hair to normalcy, released his
anesthetizing grip. She takes off the wig,
but still wears herself, irreversible skin.

She becomes vessel that carries and delivers.
She serves as navigator, guide, and seer.
She is the vessel that carries and delivers
how often she is captain without title,
commander without privilege.

Tituba, Black Witch of Salem

  
after Maryse Condé

Tituba, the missing hollows of your story 
echo within myths and shifting details.
Centuries later, you are imagined whole.
Your name means “to atone” in Yoruba.
The books say West Indian, Arawak,
Venezuelan, anything but African.
The charges accused you of poisoning
children. Even though rye flour
bears unseen fungus spoiling bread,
cakes, and children. We will not know
the count of lashes or blows, how often
you were slapped or dunked before
you said I am a witch. I serve the devil.
We know this: you were the first
to confess. You walked away alive.
You were bought from bondage, fled
Salem with John, birthed a daughter
named Violet. Papers prove all of that.
Historians and scholars require some
bread crumbs, but these papers let you
imitate ether in the night and disappear.
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A Second Plate at Pearl’s Place

A bottle of half-empty hot sauce
overlooks white plates. There
are only yellow crumbs, bits
of daylight on the smaller plate.
A larger dish serves as a pillow 
that eases hunger to sleep, no
need for sugar plums or sheep.
Sweet potatoes candied into 
cinnamon-laced mash, piled
next to light gold macaroni
gilded in savory cheeses.
A fork crowns greens—turnip
and mustard turned to tender
smokiness, next to a medallion
of salmon waiting to be pinned
to a tongue and savored slowly. 
 

The conversation that never happened:
I waited for you and Sulu to cast glances
like unwritten spells, give each other 
silent nods, forge some way to defect
if aliens became allies. If the captain
barked too many times and forgot 
you were not just polished umber 
to fantasize about in a later episode.
When you recall your surname means
Freedom, and Sulu Sea touches Asia, 
when slavery and internment camps
failed to turn your ancestors to dust,
you, fourth in command, a helmsman 
never called Lieutenant, could direct 
a story, steer the Starship Enterprise. 
 


